
 
 

HARMONY HAVEN GIRLS: A JOURNEY OF EMPOWERMENT  
A Report on the Rise To Independence (RTI) Program's Travel Experience 

 

 
Date: October 18, 2023 
Location: Bharateswari Homes and Mohera Jamider Bari, Tangail 
Transportation Sponsor: Mr. Shakil Ahmed Chowdhury. 
 
Introduction: The Harmony Haven Girls embarked on an inspirational journey on 
October 18, 2023, as part of the Rise To Independence (RTI) program. This exceptional 
outing was made possible by the generous sponsorship of transportation by Mr. Shakil 
Ahmed Chowdhury. The day's itinerary included visits to Bharateswari Homes and Mohera 
Jamider Bari in Tangail, providing the young participants with a unique opportunity to 
enrich their lives through cultural exposure and exploration. 
 
The RTI Program: The RTI program, which emphasizes independence and 
empowerment, seeks to nurture young talents and provide them with a well-rounded 
education. This journey was yet another step in this commendable endeavor. 
 
Transport Sponsorship: The journey was made possible through the benevolence of 
Mr. Shakil Ahmed Chowdhury, who generously sponsored the transportation for the day. 
This gesture of kindness made the excursion possible and exemplified the community's 
commitment to nurturing the potential of these remarkable young girls.    
 
Destination 1: Bharateswari Homes: Bharateswari Homes, situated in the heart of 
Tangail, is an iconic institution known for its role in female education. The Harmony 
Haven Girls were warmly welcomed by the staff and students of the institution. The visit 
to Bharateswari Homes offered the young women an insightful glimpse into the history of 
women's education in Bangladesh. 
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The school has played a pivotal role in their formative years, shaping their character, and 
instilling a thirst for knowledge. The visit to Bharateswari Homes was a nostalgic trip 
down memory lane, a reminder of their roots and the importance of education in their 
lives. 
 
The girls were given the opportunity to interact with current students, sharing their own 
experiences and offering valuable guidance. This interaction encouraged a sense of 
community, motivating the current students to strive for excellence and reminding the 
RTI girls of their potential to create a positive impact. 
 
Destination 2: Mohera Jamider Bari: The journey continued with a visit to Mohera 
Jamider Bari, a historically significant location in Tangail. This charming village is steeped 
in tradition, and the trip allowed the Harmony Haven Girls to explore its unique culture 
and heritage. 
 
The young girls were captivated by the architectural beauty of the Mohera Jamider Bari 
and were introduced to the rich history of the area. They experienced the traditional 
hospitality of the locals, which left an indelible mark on their hearts. 
 
Key Takeaways:  
 

➢ Empowerment Through Education: The visit to Bharateswari Homes 
emphasized the importance of education in empowering women and nurturing 
their potential. 

 
➢ Cultural Enrichment: The trip to Mohera Jamider Bari exposed the young girls 

to the cultural richness of Bangladesh's rural heritage. 
 

➢ Community Support: Mr. Shakil Ahmed Chowdhury's sponsorship highlighted 
the importance of community support in uplifting the lives of underprivileged girls. 

 
➢ Inspirational Unity: The exchange of ideas and experiences between Harmony 

Haven Girls and the students of Bharateswari Homes created a sense of unity and 
common purpose. 

 
Conclusion: The journey of the Harmony Haven Girls through the RTI program's visit to 
Bharateswari Homes and Mohera Jamider Bari was a resounding success. It highlighted 
the power of education and cultural exposure in shaping young girls’ lives. We extend our 
deepest gratitude to Mr. Shakil Ahmed Chowdhury for his invaluable support, which made 
this experience possible. This excursion will undoubtedly leave a lasting impact on the 
lives of these remarkable young girls, motivating them to pursue their dreams with 
renewed vigor and determination. As they continue their journey towards independence 
and empowerment, the Harmony Haven Girls stand as a testament to the potential that 
can be unlocked with the right support and opportunities. 
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